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An over-simplification of concepts and systems. 





A richly featured discovery layer providing a 
single search across a library's local, open 
access, and subscription collections. 
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Content: What are you 
searching? 
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Record Display 
PCI Summon Synergy 
Can display y y N y y original 
Composite or Blended Clusters Composite Clusters Neither Clustered 
Record Most Publisher Summon Most Database 
Displayed detai led provided record detai led in supplied 
available to Cl 
subscriber 
Metadata EBSCO Primo Summon MARC Database 
format supplied 
Which is biggest? This waenaHi0ie~SDINISO 
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the world's 
leading providers 
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Evaluating the Content or Central 
Index 
Is the Content a Good Fit? 
• Overall size 
• Overlap of journals titles 
and holdings 
• Inclusion of subscribed 
databases 
• Richness of metadata 
WSD Features Template I UCF Central Index Survey I WSD Glossary 
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The Discovery Layer 
✓ Branding 
✓ Basic Search Features 
✓ Advanced Search Field~ 
✓ Limitors/Refining 
✓ Facets 
✓ End User Features 
✓Web 2.0 
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Caveats 
The following slides are based on my observations 
made whilst searching a small set of implementations. 
Implementations may have custom features, and may 
have chosen to not use some available options. 
I searched as a guest, so did not see the full 
functionality available to authenticated users. 
I'm prone to typos and did much of the searching way 
too late at night. I apologize for any errors. 
I don't consider myself an expert. 
ASK the vendors about features that interest you to 
ensure that you have authoritative, accuruate 
information. 
Branding Options 
Links to Library sites 
Logo 
Interface colors 
Customize the toolbar 
Customer can supply CSS 
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Summon Synergy 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y ? 
• 
y y y 
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Basic Search Features 
Search Feature PCI Summon Synergy 
Spell Check/Did you mean y y y y y 
Phrase y y y y y 
Stems/Truncation y y y y y 
Keyword by default y y y y y 
Single search entry (simple y y y y y 
searches) 
Advanced - Fields and y y y y y 
Boolean 
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And more specialized search 
fields ... 
Advanced Search Fields PCI Summon Synergy 
Audience N N N y N 
Content Type (Fiction, Non-
N N N Fie, Bio, Dissertation) y N 
Library Ownership N N y y N 
Call Number N y N y N 
Volume/Issue N N y N N 
Exclude Newspapers N N y N N 
Exclude Book Reviews N N y N N 
Exclude Dissertations N N y N N 
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Limitors 
~--
PCI Summon Synergy 
Full Text y y y y y 
Scholarly/Peer Reviewed y y y y y 
Images and Image Types y N N N N 
Available in Library y y y y * 
Cited Articles N y N N N 
Full Cl/Library Cl N y y Y* N 
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Facets 
Facets PCI Summon Synergy 
Audience * N N y * 
Author y y Books only Y * 
Can Excluded by Facet 
(NOT) N y N N N 
Checkbox for Multiple 
selection y ? ? ? N 
Database/Content Provider Y y N y * 
Format/Content type y y y y * 
Genre N N Books only Y * 
Geographical Area y N Books only N * 
Language y y y y * 
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Facets 
Facets PCI Summon Synergy 
Library Location y N y N * 
Publication Title y N N N y 
Source type (i.e Report, y y N y * Directory, Handbook) 
Specialized (i.e. Gender/ y N N N * Age/NAICS) 
Subject/Topic y y y y y 
Time period subject N N Books only y N 
Thesaurus Term N N N N *Y 
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Share to external (i.e. 
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Interface Customizations 
Relevance and Sorting PCI Summon Synergy 
Relevance weights customizable y y y y N 
Sort by Author N y N y N 
Sort Oldest to Newest y N y y N 
Sort Newest to Oldest y y y y N 
Sort by Popularity N y N N N 
Sort by Library and Relevance N N N y N 
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Interface Customizations 
APls and Other 
Interface languages 
Search box can be in external 
sites 





































Evaluating the Discovery Layer 
What is important to 
you? 
What do your users 
prefer? 
✓ Branding 
✓ Basic Search Features 
✓ Advanced Search Fields 
✓ Limiters/Refining 
✓ Facets 
✓ End User Features 
✓ Web 2.0 
✓ Interface Customizations 
Feature Template 
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A Quick Tour 
• University of Georgia 
• University of Iowa 
• Oregon State University 
• University of Washington 
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All one. 
WSD Features Template I UCF Central Index Survey I WSD Glossary 
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